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Abstract 16 

The assessment of uncertainties in satellite-derived global surface albedo products 17 

is a critical aspect for studying the climate, ecosystem change, hydrology or the Earth’s 18 

radiant energy budget. However, it is challenged by the spatial scaling errors between 19 

satellite and field measurements. This study aims at evaluating the forthcoming 20 

MODerate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Collection V006) 21 

Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF)/albedo product MCD43D over 22 

a Mediterranean agricultural area. Here, we present the results from the accuracy 23 

assessment of the MODIS blue-sky albedo. The analysis is based on collocated 24 
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comparisons with higher spatial resolution estimates from Formosat-2 that were first 25 

evaluated against local in situ measurements. The inter-sensor comparison is achieved by 26 

taking into account the effective point spread function (PSF) for MODIS albedo, modeled 27 

as Gaussian functions in the North-South and East-West directions. 28 

The equivalent PSF is estimated by correlation analysis between MODIS albedo 29 

and Formosat-2 convolved albedo. Results show that it is 1.2 to 2.0 times larger in the 30 

East-West direction as compared to the North-South direction. We characterized the 31 

equivalent PSF by a full width at half maximum size of 1920 m in East-West, 1200 m in 32 

North-South. This provided a very good correlation between the products, showing 33 

absolute (relative) Root Mean Square Errors from 0.004 to 0.013 (2% to 7%), and almost 34 

no bias. By inspecting 1-km plots homogeneous in land cover type, we found poorer 35 

performances over rice and marshes (i.e., relative Root Mean Square Error of about 11% 36 

and 7%, and accuracy of 0.011 and -0.008, respectively), and higher accuracy over dry 37 

and irrigated pastures, as well as orchards (i.e., relative uncertainty <3.8% and accuracy 38 

<0.003). The study demonstrates that neglecting the MODIS PSF when comparing the 39 

Formosat-2 albedo against the MODIS one induces an additional uncertainty up to 0.02 40 

(10%) in albedo. The consistency between fine and coarse spatial resolution albedo 41 

estimates indicates the ability of the daily MCD43D product to reproduce reasonably well 42 

the dynamics of albedo. 43 

 44 

Keywords: albedo, MODIS, Formosat-2, validation, time series, observation 45 

coverage, point spread function, BRDF, narrow-to-broadband, surface reflectance, crop, 46 

regional scale. 47 

 48 

 49 
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1. Introduction 50 

Land surface albedo is a critical variable affecting the Earth’s climate, and accurate 51 

estimates are required to prevent uncertainties in the radiative budget of climate models 52 

(Brovkin et al. 2013). It is also essential for local and regional estimates of energy and 53 

mass exchanges between the Earth surface and the atmosphere, as described by soil-54 

vegetation-atmosphere-transfer models (Bastiaanssen et al. (1998); Olioso et al. (1999); 55 

Tang et al. (2010); Merlin (2913)). Instantaneous albedo is a dimensionless characteristic 56 

of the soil-plant canopy system which represents the fraction of solar energy reflected by 57 

the surface. It is expressed as the ratio of the radiant energy scattered upward by a surface 58 

in all directions, compared to that received from all directions, integrated over the 59 

wavelengths of the solar spectrum (Pinty and Verstraete 1992). Albedo depends on the 60 

irradiance conditions and thus varies constantly throughout the day (Kimes et al. 1987). 61 

It can be represented by  the weighted sum of the black-sky albedo (associated to the 62 

direct radiation coming from the Sun) and the white-sky albedo (associated to the diffuse 63 

radiation assumed as isotropic) (Schaepman-Strub et al. 2006). Uncertainties in albedo 64 

may induce significant uncertainties in the estimation of surface energy fluxes required 65 

to estimate evapotranspiration (i.e., net radiation, sensible heat flux, or soil heat flux). A 66 

simple calculation shows that an uncertainty of 0.02 in albedo (roughly equivalent to 10% 67 

error in albedo for agricultural landscape) induces a relative uncertainty on net radiation 68 

of around 5%. This was demonstrated by Jacob et al. (2002a) showing that, in the context 69 

of mapping evapotranspiration, an uncertainty of 10% in albedo may result in an absolute 70 

error of 20 W·m-2 in net radiation. The sensitivity analysis carried out by Bhattacharya et 71 

al. (2010) showed that an uncertainty of 10% for albedo induces uncertainties of about 72 

2.0–5.9% on net radiation, of the order of 1.0–1.6% on the soil heat flux, and a strong 73 

influence on the evaporative fraction (i.e., ratio of latent heat flux to the sum of latent and 74 
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sensible fluxes) showing a sensitivity of 2.7–21.4 %. As a result, the overall sensitivity 75 

of albedo on latent heat flux (which is directly related to evapotranspiration) was 7.0–76 

21.4% (Bhattacharya et al. 2010). 77 

Earth observation from satellite remote sensing provides synoptic and timely 78 

coverage which can be used to monitor albedo values from local to regional scales. The 79 

NASA’s Earth Observing System program provides series of high-level land surface 80 

products including albedo at resolutions from 0.5 to 5 km derived from MODerate 81 

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) reflectances. These data are very useful 82 

for various operational applications since they are pre-processed, free and readily 83 

available to the scientific community. Nevertheless, to provide complete, physically 84 

consistent, global, and long-term land property data records, it is critical to understand 85 

and quantify the uncertainties associated to these products. Their validation still remains 86 

problematic because point-based measurements at the ground level are not suitable for 87 

direct comparisons with coarse or moderate spatial resolution satellite data over 88 

heterogeneous landscapes. Individual point-based measurements may not be 89 

representative of the surrounding area, unless the land cover, substrate, etc., in the region 90 

are reasonably homogeneous. In the past, these scaling differences have resulted in errors 91 

of the order of a 15% disagreement between the MODIS and field-measured values (Jin 92 

et al. (2003); Salomon et al. (2006); Liu et al. (2009); Roman et al. (2010); Wang et al. 93 

(2012); Wang et al. (2014)). To deal with such problems, local ground measurements are 94 

first used to validate high-resolution images of albedo estimates, which are then 95 

aggregated to evaluate collocated coarser resolution images (Liang et al. 2002; Susaki et 96 

al. 2007). 97 

The high spatial and temporal resolution of Formosat-2 sensor (launched in 2004) 98 

provides a good opportunity to evaluate coarse resolution products over time. Formosat-99 
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2 delivers daily 8 m spatial resolution data using a constant viewing angle thanks to an 100 

orbit with a 1-day repeat cycle. The good consistency between Formosat-2 and MODIS 101 

surface reflectances at the Climate Modeling Grid (CMG) spatial resolution (i.e., 0.05 102 

degrees) was demonstrated by Claverie et al. (2013). They performed direct comparisons 103 

of surface reflectances derived from Formosat-2 and MODIS acquired on simultaneous 104 

days. After Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) correction, 105 

Formosat-2 reflectances were aggregated at CMG resolution by simple averaging. They 106 

found a very good agreement for all bands and with an accuracy higher than 0.01; 107 

however some degradation for the blue band due mainly to a high influence of aerosol 108 

content in this wavelength was observed.  109 

The MODIS-BRDF/albedo standard product (i.e., MCD43), available globally 110 

since 2000, has been validated up to Stage 3 (for more details see (WWW1)) as defined 111 

by the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) (i.e., over a widely distributed 112 

set of locations and time period via several ground-truth and validation efforts) (Cescatti 113 

et al. 2012). According to the Global Climate Observing System, the accuracy 114 

requirement for albedo is about 5% (GCOS 2006), while the accuracy requirements 115 

established for the high-quality MODIS operational albedos at 500 m is, in general, 0.02 116 

units or 10% of surface measured values maximum. As shown by validation results 117 

(Roman et al. (2009); Roman et al. (2010); Cescatti et al. (2012) ; Roman et al. (2013)) 118 

this level of accuracy is generally met, with discrepancies occurring during times of rapid 119 

change when the multiday algorithm can lag the actual changes in surface albedo. 120 

Recently, by improving  the validation methodology, Roman et al. (2013) provided a 121 

7.8% retrieval accuracy for the MODIS shortwave albedo by local (tower-based) and 122 

regional (airborne-based) assessment. Improvement came from the removal of 123 

measurement uncertainties when directly scaling up the tower albedo results to the 124 
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MODIS (500 m) satellite footprint, and from the reduction of uncertainties resulting from 125 

spatial aggregation of linear BRDF model parameters (Roman et al. 2011). 126 

A continuing challenge in comparing albedo retrievals from different spatial 127 

resolutions is the necessity to ensure a good match between the observational footprints 128 

of both products. In fact, the observational footprint of a sensor is not the geometric 129 

projection of a rectangular pixel onto the Earth's surface (Cracknell 1998) due to the point 130 

spread function (PSF) of the system, which describes the response of the imaging system 131 

to a point source or point object. This induces some overlapping between contiguous 132 

pixels (Markham 1985). When considering across-track scanning sensors such as 133 

MODIS, the pixel overlap also depends on the view zenith angle (Gomez-Chova et al. 134 

2011). Further, when considering processed data products instead of the actual physical 135 

quantity measured by the sensor (luminance), the footprint of the product is also affected 136 

by the different processing steps: geo-location uncertainty, spatial resampling, 137 

atmosphere scattering, viewing geometry, temporal synthesis (Weiss et al. 2007). Finally, 138 

scattering of light in the atmosphere contributes also to adjacency effects, enlarging the 139 

PSF differently for each waveband (Tanré et al. 1987). Therefore, an “equivalent PSF” 140 

that takes into account all of these features must be considered. This is particularly true 141 

when considering heterogeneous landscapes (Duveiller and Defourny 2010). 142 

Up to now, the MODIS-BRDF/albedo is derived by inverting a BRDF model over 143 

multi-date, multi-angular, cloud-free, atmospherically corrected, surface reflectance 144 

observations acquired by MODIS instruments on board the Terra and Aqua satellites 145 

during a 16-day period. A disadvantage of such a composite product comes from its poor 146 

ability to capture albedo trends under conditions of seasonal or rapid surface change. A 147 

daily composite product will be released in the near future: the MCD43 Collection V006 148 

albedo product. The objective of this study is to evaluate the uncertainty of MCD43D 149 
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product (30 arcsec CMG, daily, 16-days retrieval period) over a Mediterranean 150 

agricultural region as well as its consistency over time. High spatial and temporal 151 

resolution Formosat-2 data (8 m, daily), previously evaluated with ground measurements 152 

concurrently acquired over the same study area, are used as a reference. The footprint 153 

issue is accounted for by computing the MODIS “equivalent PSF”. 154 

2. Materials 155 

The same dataset used by Bsaibes et al. (2009) was used in this study: ground 156 

albedo measurements and Formosat-2 images both acquired over the Crau-Camargue site 157 

during 2006. Additionally, we used MODIS images and ancillary data necessary to 158 

compute the blue-sky albedo. 159 

2.1. The Crau-Camargue site 160 

The Crau-Camargue study area is located in the lower Rhône Valley, South Eastern 161 

France (50 km around 43.56°N; 4.86°E; 0 to 60 m above sea level). It is mainly a flat area 162 

which presents a wide variety of land covers including dry and irrigated grasslands, 163 

wetlands and various crops (see Fig. 1). The experiment took place in 2006, including 164 

intensive ground measurements simultaneously collected with satellite data on various 165 

crop types (Courault et al. 2008). Low cumulative precipitation was observed in 2006 166 

(456 mm) as compared to the average (548 mm between 2001 and 2010). The weather 167 

was especially dry from April 1st to mid-September 2006, with three sparse rainfall events 168 

(less than 30 mm/day). 169 

[Insert Fig. 1 about here] 170 

The most dominant land cover, at the center of the site, corresponds to a large and 171 

flat stony area of more than 74 km². It is covered by a specific dry grass ecosystem 172 

(locally termed ‘coussoul’). In spring and autumn, the ‘grass’ is grazed by sheep; in 173 
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summer, the vegetation dries out quickly; in winter, the vegetation is dry. Around the 174 

‘coussoul’, there are a wide variety of land covers including irrigated grasslands and crops 175 

(wheat, maize, corn, sorghum, rice and orchards). They are generally arranged in small 176 

plots of less than 0.5 km2, with a large range of sizes and shapes (Fig. 1). The South West 177 

of the area, located in the Camargue within the Rhône delta, is dominated by wetlands, 178 

salty marshes (locally known as ‘sansouires’) and paddy rice crops. Depending on the 179 

availability of water originating from rice irrigation and shallow water tables, ecosystems 180 

of Camargue can be either very dry or very humid. Two small ponds are located at the 181 

North and others at the South East around the biggest one (Berre pond), of which only a 182 

small portion is within the study region. Apart from few roads, two villages are located 183 

next to the Berre pond. 184 

The land cover was classified following a maximum likelihood supervised 185 

classification, using the four Formosat-2 spectral bands and five images distributed 186 

throughout the experimental period, selected by considering the temporal dynamics of 187 

vegetation cover. Eight classes were identified, which included the main vegetation 188 

covers, free water and urban areas. In this study, this map is only used to illustrate the 189 

homogeneity of the land cover type at 1-km scale and the associated uncertainty will 190 

therefore not affect the results of this study. 191 

2.2. Main features of the sampled fields 192 

Five fields were equipped with pyranometers to monitor albedo throughout the 193 

growing season (Fig. 1). They were mainly selected to represent different vegetation 194 

types and conditions that determine the range of albedo values. The two wheat fields (#1 195 

and #2) were sown on November 11th and December 15th, and harvested on June 27th and 196 

July 4th, respectively. They were not irrigated, and turned to bare soils or were covered 197 
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by stubble after harvest (stubble may have very large albedo, Davin et al. (2014)). The 198 

meadow field (#3) was flooded every 11 days. Three cuts were performed during the 199 

growing season, on May 5th, July 7th, and August 11th. The maize field (#4) was sown on 200 

May 5th, and intermittently irrigated by sprinklers depending on weather conditions. It 201 

was finally harvested on August 8th. The rice field (#5) was sown on dry soil on April 202 

27th, then continuously submerged from May 5th till October 6th with a 0.10±0.05 m water 203 

height, and finally harvested on October 18th. Due to strong winds, the field was subjected 204 

to stem lodging after August 30th.  205 

2.3. Ground albedo measurements 206 

Albedo was measured at the five fields with Kipp & Zonen (Delft, The Netherlands) 207 

conventional pyranometers (type CM7), which measure radiation in the 300–3000 nm 208 

spectral range. The sensors, one facing up and one facing down, were mounted between 209 

1.5 m and 2 m above top of canopy. Measurements were made every 15 seconds and 210 

averaged over 10 minute periods throughout vegetation cycles. The measurement 211 

footprints were circular, with 80% of the signal coming from a region of diameter 212 

between 6 to 8 m. The sensors were calibrated against reference radiation sensors, 213 

following (ISO 1992) and (WMO 2008) leading to an uncertainty of about 6%. 214 

2.4. Formosat-2 images 215 

Formosat-2 is a Taiwanese satellite launched by the National Space Organization 216 

in May 2004 into a sun-synchronous orbit (Chern and Wu 2003). It is a high-resolution 217 

optical sensor characterized by a daily revisit frequency and constant viewing geometry. 218 

With its 24-km swath, it collects images with an 8 m nadir spatial resolution, in four 219 

wavebands of 90 nm width centered at 488, 555, 650 and 830 nm. The Crau–Camargue 220 

site was observed with rather constant viewing zenith (41°) and azimuth (239°) angles. 221 
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Images were recorded every three to six days at 10:30 UTC from March to October 2006. 222 

They were ortho-rectified following Baillarin et al. (2004), radiometrically calibrated and 223 

corrected for atmospheric effects following Hagolle et al. (2015). The final output product 224 

provides surface reflectance images with cloud and cloud shadow masks from Hagolle et 225 

al. (2015). Water bodies and snow surfaces were identified as well. The absolute location 226 

accuracy is better than 0.4 pixel, i.e. 3.2 m (Baillarin et al. 2008). Over the 36 images 227 

collected between March and October, 31 images were cloudless, with some gaps (less 228 

than 2 weeks) due to the presence of clouds: from March 12th to April 2nd, April 14th to 229 

May 14th, and after August 22nd. 230 

2.5. Albedo estimates from Formosat-2 images  231 

Bsaibes et al. (2009) proposed a simple empirical transfer function. It was calibrated 232 

over all the available dates and crops (wheat, maize, rice and meadow), representing a 233 

total of 130 ground based blue-sky albedo and corresponding Formosat-2 data: 234 

0.619 ∗ 0.402 ∗    (1) 235 

where ρ are the Formosat-2 reflectances in band 3 (Red) and band 4 (NIR). The 236 

pyranometer measurements were associated to Formosat-2 data aggregated over a 32×32 237 

m² area (4×4 pixels). It should be noticed here that Eq. (1) relates the blue-sky albedo that 238 

depends on the atmosphere diffuse fraction, to atmospherically corrected reflectance. 239 

However, the top of canopy – reflectance – blue-sky albedo relationship was calibrated 240 

by Bsaibes et al. (2009) using 30 different dates providing very good performances 241 

(RMSER of 7.5% and negligible bias). This indicates that, for this study the impact of 242 

diffuse fraction, and thus atmospheric conditions, is low. These evaluation results were 243 

comparable to calibration residual errors reported by Liang et al. (1999), Weiss et al. 244 

(1999) and Jacob et al. (2002b), and were close to relative accuracy of albedo 245 
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measurements with the pyranometers and Formosat-2 corrected data (around 5%). Far 246 

from providing a generic and robust mean of estimating albedo using Formosat-2 data, 247 

the limitation of estimating albedo following Eq. (1) lies in their application to our study 248 

region and retrieval period. To extrapolate the results to other areas and time periods, 249 

local calibration would be needed. 250 

2.6. MODIS and ancillary data used to compute blue-sky albedo 251 

The reprocessed (V006) merged Terra and Aqua MODIS BRDF/albedo product 252 

MCD43D, is produced in a 30 arcsec resolution CMG in a global geographic lat-long 253 

projection (see Table 1). This product will be soon released through LAADS (WWW2) 254 

and was kindly provided by Prof. Crystal Schaaf (University of Massachusetts, Boston) 255 

and her team. Conversely to the previous version (i.e., MCD43B 1 km tiled products), 256 

the V006 collection is retrieved daily (versus the 8-day synthesis period for V005) and 257 

separately from the 500 m BRDF/albedo model parameters product MCD43A1: all the 258 

observations from both the Terra and Aqua satellites within a 30 arcsec grid (i.e., only 259 

the 500 m and 250 m MODIS channels are used, and not any of the 1 km MODIS 260 

channels) and comprised within a 16-day moving window are used to retrieve the BRDF 261 

model parameters, while the previous version averaged the underlying 500 m product, 262 

leading to a lower quality. During the compositing period, daily data are weighted as a 263 

function of the quality, the observation coverage and the temporal distance from the day 264 

of interest. The date associated to each daily V006 retrieval is the center of the moving 265 

16 day window while the date attributed to the V005 product was the first day of the 16 266 

day window. More details about the V005 MCD43B albedo product can be found in 267 

Roman et al. (2013) and Schaaf et al. (2010). The MCD43 product is estimated via 268 

inversion of reciprocal version of the RossThick-LiSparse kernel-driven semiempirical 269 
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BRDF model (Ross (1981); Li and Strahler (1992); Schaaf et al. (2011)). The MCD43D 270 

product includes the BRDF/albedo model parameters (i.e., isotropic, volumetric and 271 

geometric kernels weights) for each MODIS spectral band and for three broad bands 272 

(visible, near infrared and shortwave), used to compute albedo for any solar illumination 273 

geometry.  274 

[Insert Table 1 about here] 275 

In this study, the directional hemispherical reflectance (black-sky albedo) and the 276 

bi-hemispherical reflectance for isotropic diffuse illumination conditions (white-sky 277 

albedo) were computed for the shortwave band (0.3-5.0 µm). For that, we considered the 278 

three BRDF/albedo model parameters for the shortwave (on products MCD43D28, 279 

MCD43D29 and MCD43D30, one in each), the solar illumination geometry 280 

corresponding to Formosat-2 acquisition time (10:30 UTC), and the coefficients found 281 

by Lucht et al. (2000a) and Lucht et al. (200b) to estimate black-sky and white-sky 282 

albedos following the kernel BRDF model. Data were filtered to highest quality for all 283 

the bands (i.e., ‘snow-free albedo retrieved’ and ‘good quality’ from the 284 

BRDF_albedo_quality and the BRDF_albedo_band_quality products). 285 

3. Methods 286 

3.1. Blue-sky albedo estimates from MODIS images 287 

The albedo (α) for the shortwave band under actual atmospheric conditions 288 

(hereafter blue-sky albedo, but also referred as actual or real albedo in the literature) is 289 

modeled quite accurately as a sum of the black-sky (αBS) and white-sky albedos (αWS) 290 

weighted by the fraction of diffuse skylight (S): 291 

1 , ∗ , ∗   (2) 292 
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where θ is the solar zenith angle, and τ550nm is the atmospheric optical depth at 550 nm 293 

used to derive the fraction of diffuse skylight for the shortwave (Lewis and Barnsley 294 

1994; Lucht et al. 2000b). For our study region, we used a 6S radiative transfer code 295 

(Vermote et al. 1997) precomputed look-up table freely released by the MODIS 296 

community at (WWW3) which allows estimating S using θ, τ550nm and the aerosol type as 297 

inputs. We considered the shortwave MODIS broad band, the continental aerosol model 298 

type and the solar zenith angle θ at 10:30 UTC over each 30 arcsec pixel (ranging from 299 

24.7˚ to 51.1˚). The optical depth τ at 550 nm estimated by Hagolle et al. (2015) for 300 

atmospheric correction of Formosat-2 images was compared with that retrieved from the 301 

following 3 sources, depending on their availability following this order (Fig. 2): 302 

- For 14 dates, Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET; Holben et al. (1998)) 303 

observations from ‘La Crau’ station located at the center of the study area and at about 304 

15 km East of pyranometers location (see Fig. 1). 305 

- For 8 dates, AERONET observations from the ‘Avignon’ station located at about 33 306 

km North of pyranometers location.  307 

- For the remaining 9 dates, MODIS Aerosol data product MOD04_L2 closest in time 308 

to 10:30 UTC (no data were available on product MYD04_L2). We considered only 309 

the best quality data by selecting a QA confidence flag of 3. According to Remer et al. 310 

(2006), the associated accuracy of this product is 0.05. Since aerosol optical properties 311 

vary slowly with location (Hagolle et al. 2015), these daily Level 2 data are produced 312 

at the spatial resolution of a 10×10 1-km (at nadir)-pixel array. We then spatially 313 

interpolated the MODIS aerosol product at the center of the study area. 314 

[Insert Fig. 2 about here] 315 

We observed τ550nm bias of about 0.015 (and absolute Root Mean Square Error of 316 

0.03) from MOD04_L2 product compared to data from AERONET La Crau 317 
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measurements (14 dates). This leads to an overestimation of about 0.10 for the fraction 318 

of diffuse skylight, and a negligible error in the blue-sky albedo (i.e., <0.0003). A 319 

sensitivity analysis (not shown here for the sake of brevity) demonstrated that, for our 320 

study area and period, only errors in τ550nm higher than 0.05 induce errors higher than 321 

0.001 on the blue-sky albedo. Therefore, the diffuse fraction estimated with MOD14_L2 322 

aerosol product could be considered as a good approximation for our study. Nevertheless, 323 

to keep temporal consistency throughout the year and because the comparison with 324 

AERONET data provides good results (bias of 0.03 and absolute Root Mean Square Error 325 

of 0.047), we decided to consider the optical depth estimates from Hagolle et al. (2008), 326 

consistent with the atmospheric correction performed on the Formosat-2 images. The 327 

τ550nm values were ranging from 0.013 to 0.323, corresponding to a 0.08 to 0.24 fraction 328 

of diffuse skylight (Fig. 2). 329 

MODIS images were re-projected from their initial projection (Sinusoidal) to the 330 

Formosat-2 data projection (France Lambert II étendu, nouvelle triangulation Française 331 

IGN) using the MODIS reprojection tool (WWW4). Further, spatial resolution was set to 332 

exactly 1000 m instead of 30 arcsec CMG by considering bilinear resampling for albedo 333 

data and nearest neighbor resampling method for quality control data. 334 

3.2. Estimating the equivalent MODIS PSF from albedo product 335 

A methodology based on image correlation analysis was developed to assess the 336 

equivalent PSF for MODIS albedo products over the Crau-Camargue area to perform 337 

spatially consistent evaluation of the MCD43D product using Formosat-2 data. Given the 338 

large difference in spatial resolution between Formosat-2 and MODIS, the Formosat-2 339 

PSF was approximated by the pixel area itself. 340 
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3.2.1. MODIS PSF model  341 

The product PSF results from a number of processes that need to be accounted for. 342 

The instrument PSF depends on several components: the electronic PSF, the detector 343 

PSF, the image motion PSF, and the optical PSF (Schowengerdt 2007). According to 344 

Duveiller et al. (2011), electronic and image motion PSFs can be neglected. Then, the 345 

PSF for the MODIS instrument can be approximated by the convolution of a Gaussian 346 

function characterizing the optical PSF with the detector PSF modeled as a triangular PSF 347 

in the cross-track direction and as a rectangular PSF in the along-track direction. 348 

However, at the product level, the temporal compositing and spatial resampling also 349 

contribute significantly to the PSF. Considering these multiple contributions, we propose 350 

to describe the equivalent PSF by a Gaussian function. However, because of the 351 

deformation of the footprint for the across track observations due to the intrinsic detector 352 

characteristics, we propose to use an asymmetric Gaussian function. At a first sight, given 353 

the Terra and Aqua inclination angle of around 98˚, the rotation axis of the PSF should 354 

be oriented along-track. However, a significant part of the PSF comes from the projection 355 

that requires interpolations carried out according to two directions (Latitude and 356 

Longitude). Therefore, given the low angular deviation of the platforms from the North 357 

(8˚), we considered an asymmetric Gaussian function between the North-South direction 358 

and the East-West direction (Fig. 3): 359 

, 	 ,

	 ,
    (3a) 360 

, 	
√

     (3b) 361 

 ;     (3c) 362 
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where x and y are the distances to the center of the PSF in the East-West and North-South 363 

dimensions, and σx and σy the standard deviations of the distances in East-West and North-364 

South dimensions, respectively. The PSF is characterized by the Full Width at Half 365 

Maximum (FWHM) of the two Gaussian functions: 366 

2 2 2  ; 							 2 2 2   (4) 367 

Contrary to the Gaussian function, the PSF is not infinite. We therefore conducted a 368 

sensitivity analysis to define the minimum PSF value at which the Gaussian distribution 369 

should be truncated, hereafter called the ‘PSFmin’. 370 

 [Insert Figure 3 about here] 371 

3.2.2. Estimating the equivalent PSF of MODIS albedo using Formosat-2 data 372 

To reduce the computational time for the PSF assessment and correct possible 373 

change in spatial resolution of Formosat-2 data for being targeted off-nadir, Formosat-2 374 

albedo pixels were aggregated by 5×5 pixels to provide a 40 m resolution cell. Besides, 375 

since the method requires no missing data, images were cropped (remaining of about 376 

15×30 km2, plotted in Fig. 1), and a specific processing over cloud and cloud shadow 377 

pixels was applied. Similarly to the strategy followed to produce the MODIS albedo, 378 

based on a 16-day compositing, we assumed that albedo was almost steady during a short 379 

period of few days. The albedo value of cloud and cloud shadow pixels was set to the 380 

Formosat-2 albedo value of the same pixels at the closest clear date (e.g., usually 3 to 6 381 

days difference, and exceptionally 12 days for acquisitions on day of year 234 and 246). 382 

The MODIS albedo equivalent PSF was retrieved by maximizing the correlation 383 

coefficient between the moderate resolution (MR) image (i.e., MODIS blue-sky albedo) 384 

and the corresponding higher resolution (HR) image (i.e., Formosat-2 albedo) convolved 385 

with the PSF Gaussian Model (HRagg): 386 
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, , ⊗ ,    (5) 387 

where each pixel of the resulting image HRagg corresponded to a MR observation centered 388 

at (x0,y0) and ⊗ is the convolution symbol. The correlation coefficient (C) between HRagg 389 

and MR was then computed as: 390 

∑ 	

∑ 	 ∑
   (6) 391 

where subscript i refers to each pixel at the moderate resolution,  (respectively 392 

 ) to the MR (respectively HRagg) image mean value, and N to the number of valid 393 

moderate resolution pixels used for the comparison. The PSF was estimated by 394 

considering a range of FWHMx (i.e., from 1400 to 2360 m) and FWHMy (i.e., from 800 395 

to 1840) by steps of 40 m. To make the results comparable, we considered the same area 396 

extent throughout this study. 397 

During the optimization process of the PSF parameters, we considered possible 398 

geolocation errors between each Formosat-2 and MODIS image, characterized by a shift 399 

in x and/or y location between both images. We used an iterative approach which 400 

consisted in using the smallest PSF (i.e., FWHMx=1400 m, FWHMy=800 m) to determine 401 

a first guess of the x/y shift that provided the highest correlation between the MODIS and 402 

Formosat-2 image. Then, the mis-registration was refined by shifting the HR image 1000 403 

m up and down in both x and y directions by steps of 40 m and computing the resulting 404 

C value for all possible PSF sizes. This resulted in a set of 1,687,500 combinations for 405 

each day. Daily optimal PSF sizes were computed, as well as an optimal PSF size by 406 

considering all dates together. In both cases, mis-registration effects from each image 407 

were corrected separately. 408 
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3.3. MODIS albedo evaluation  409 

Because urban and water land covers were neither used for the calibration of the 410 

regression Eq. (2), nor for its evaluation, we excluded MODIS pixels containing more 411 

than 50% of cloud, cloud shadows, urban or water areas (e.g., of about 9% of 1-km pixels, 412 

mostly located on the Eastern part of the image). The MODIS product quality flag was 413 

also used to keep only MODIS albedo data of best quality. To further analyze the impact 414 

of land cover on the evaluation results, a set of pixels characterized by a predominant 415 

land cover type were selected. The composition of these pixels in terms of land cover 416 

type was computed without considering boundary pixels within the PSF footprint: the 417 

variation of the PSF size between days would imply too much complexity for this 418 

analysis. Nevertheless, the weights associated to these pixels are very low and correspond 419 

to the tail of the Gaussian function. 420 

Three metrics were considered to quantify the deviation between both datasets: the 421 

bias, the absolute (RMSEA) and the relative (RMSER) Root Mean Square Errors, used to 422 

quantify the accuracy, the absolute uncertainty and the relative uncertainty, respectively 423 

(Vermote and Kotchenova 2008): 424 

	 ∑ 	     (7) 425 

	 ∑ 	    (8) 426 

100     (9) 427 
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4. Results and discussion 428 

4.1. MODIS albedo product PSF  429 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 provide results to illustrate the assessment of the PSF of the 430 

MODIS albedo product using Formosat-2 data by differentiating mis-registration 431 

correction effects (Fig. 4a and Fig. 5a) and PSF size effects (Fig. 4b and Fig. 5b): in the 432 

first case, we used the PSF size that provided the highest correlation C for each shift; in 433 

the second case, we used the x/y shifts that provided the highest correlation for each PSF 434 

size in terms of FWHMx and FWHMy. These results are shown for the 23rd July, 2006 435 

(Fig. 4) and were similar for the other dates. 436 

[Insert Fig. 4 about here] 437 

[Insert Fig. 5 about here] 438 

The maximum C is well identified (Fig. 4) even if the maximum of the ‘curve’ was 439 

relatively flat in the range of hundreds of meters. Such behaviors were observed every 440 

day, as indicated by the length of boxplots (Fig. 5). Considering the mis-registration 441 

correction (Fig. 5a), C varied within ±0.001 in the range of up to 200 m in both directions, 442 

and in average by 100 m. Considering the assessment of the PSF size (Fig. 5b), C varied 443 

within ±0.001 in the range of up to 480 m in x and 640 m in y, and in average 280 m and 444 

360 m, respectively. This may be related to the degree of heterogeneity of the area in 445 

terms of albedo, and gives an idea about the minimum distance between surfaces highly 446 

contrasted in albedo. 447 

The variability observed throughout the period for the optimum shift (i.e., 320 m in 448 

x and 440 m in y, for C±0.001) was related to the mis-registration of MODIS images, 449 

which can vary between days. According to Wolfe et al. (2002) the MODIS geolocation 450 

accuracy of the sensed 1 km observations at nadir is of 18±38 m in-track and 4±40 m 451 
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cross-track. Nonetheless, these values cannot be taken as a reference for this study, 452 

because we consider a Level 3 product. The variability may also be related to the albedo 453 

spatial distribution as demonstrated by the variability of the optimum PSF size observed 454 

throughout the time period (i.e., 960 m in x and 760 m in y, for C±0.001), as well as to 455 

the distribution of angular measurements within the time window used for the BDRF 456 

calibration (which necessarily encompass different footprints). Nevertheless, the MODIS 457 

albedo PSF was always larger in one direction (x axis) than in the other (y axis). In 458 

average, it was larger by a factor of 1.6, ranging from 1.2 to 2.0. Commonly, the PSF was 459 

characterized by FWHMx=1920 m and FWHMy=1200 m, with values ranging from 1400 460 

to 2360 m and from 1040 to 1360 m. This is in agreement with Tan et al. (2006), who 461 

showed that the linear dimension of the area sensed in the along-scan direction is twice 462 

as long as the nominal observation size, due to the triangular shape of the MODIS PSF in 463 

that direction. Conversely, in the along-track direction, the PSF is still approximately 464 

rectangular (Nishihama et al. (1997); Barnes et al. (1998)). This effect, so called as the 465 

“bow tie” effect, was mentioned by Wolfe et al. (1998) who stated that the projection of 466 

a MODIS detector's instantaneous field of view onto the surface is approximately 2.0 and 467 

4.8 times larger at the scan edge than at nadir in the track and scan directions, respectively.  468 

4.2. Impact of the PSF on the product value  469 

Fig. 6 presents the blue-sky albedo estimated over the area by Formosat-2 at 40 m 470 

(Fig. 6a), Formosat-2 at 1 km obtained by simple averaging (Fig. 6b), Formosat-2 at 1 471 

km by considering the PSF (Fig. 6c), and MODIS at 1 km (Fig. 6d) for the 23rd of July 472 

(2006). 473 

[Insert Fig. 6 about here] 474 
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These figures show that the albedo spatial distribution is similar between the two 475 

spatial resolutions (i.e., 1000 m and 40 m): the highest albedo values (up to 0.25) are 476 

observed at the center of the image and correspond to the dry grass over ‘coussoul’; on 477 

the left, the lowest albedo values (of about 0.05) are obtained over the swamps; while 478 

crops depict medium albedo values such as observed in the orchard fields located inside 479 

‘coussoul’. High albedo values are observed over small agricultural fields at 40 m spatial 480 

resolution, likely because of the presence of stubble (Davin et al. 2014). Albedo ranged 481 

from 0.11 to 0.22, the majority ranging from 0.15 to 0.19, although the decrease in spatial 482 

resolution implies a decrease in the albedo. The effect of not considering the actual pixel 483 

footprint, but the geometric projection of a rectangular area onto the Earth’s surface 484 

implies more contrast in albedo between contiguous pixels (Fig. 6b). The PSF generally 485 

brightens dark objects and darkens bright objects, which induces a smaller range of 486 

values. This was in agreement with experimental results from Huang et al. (2002), who 487 

analyzed the impact of sensor PSF on land cover characterization using MODIS 488 

reflectances at 250 m. 489 

Fig. 7 presents a density scatter plot between MODIS blue-sky albedo from the 31 490 

dates over the same area and Formosat-2 albedo convolved with the PSF (Fig. 7a) or 491 

aggregated using a simple average over a squared 1 km2 area (Fig. 7b). Note here that the 492 

mis-registration was corrected for each date. 493 

[Insert Fig. 7 about here] 494 

There is a very good agreement between MODIS blue-sky and PSF aggregated 495 

Formosat-2 albedos, with a very good uncertainty of 0.007 in absolute and 4% in relative 496 

(Fig. 7a). When applying a simple averaging, we observe a higher scattering than when 497 

using PSF convolution: the uncertainty is doubled while the accuracy remains quite the 498 

same (Fig. 7b). When analyzing statistics from each considered date, we observed that 499 
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neglecting the PSF of MODIS albedo induced an additional uncertainty up to 0.02 500 

(10%).” 501 

Once we assessed the FWHMx and FWHMy for each date, we performed a 502 

sensitivity analysis to PSFmin, i.e. the value used to cut the Gaussian function that models 503 

the PSF. We found no difference between the resulting Formosat-2 and MODIS albedo 504 

products (i.e., bias, RMSEA and RMSER are about the same) using PSFmin values varying 505 

between 0.20 and 0.015. For reference, a PSFmin value of 0.015 was used by Weiss et al. 506 

(2009) with the same methodology to determine the PSF of MERIS FAPAR (i.e., fraction 507 

of photosynthetically active radiation absorbed by the canopy). Mis-registration effects 508 

were corrected for each date. Note here that the smaller the PSFmin, the higher the PSF 509 

and the smaller the possible extent of the study area. Even though, if the optimum PSF 510 

size is characterized for each PSFmin, the convolved albedo products are about the same 511 

even for PSFmin=0.5, demonstrating that the change in PSF size is able to compensate for 512 

PSFmin effects, without this downplaying the importance of considering the PSF. The 513 

slight impact of PSFmin may be related to the high spatial homogeneity in albedo and the 514 

small extent of the area selected for the study. 515 

From the comparison between the optimal PSF size (i.e., FWHMx=1920 m; 516 

FWHMy=1200 m) for our study site by considering all the dates together and the daily 517 

optimal PSF size (not shown here for the sake of brevity), we observed that C 518 

significantly decreases for the last acquisitions (i.e., down to 0.011 in the worst case). 519 

Indeed, the optimal common PSF FWHMx is much higher than the optimal daily FWHMx 520 

from late August (Fig. 5b). However, regardless of C values, the statistical metrics remain 521 

the same. Consequently, we can conclude that a good characterization of the equivalent 522 

PSF of MCD43D albedo product for acquisitions over our Mediterranean agricultural 523 
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area, independently of the period of the year, was given by a PSF model characterized 524 

with FWHMx=1920 m, FWHMy=1200 m and any value for the PSFmin lower than 0.2. 525 

4.3. Blue sky albedo 526 

The effect of the fraction of diffuse skylight (S) was analyzed by comparing 527 

MODIS blue-sky albedo with Formosat-2 albedo (considered as blue-sky albedo also) 528 

convolved with the optimum PSF, each time from a set of days with certain range of 529 

values for S (Fig. 8). 530 

[Insert Fig. 8 about here] 531 

 Relative uncertainties (i.e., 3 – 4 %) are of about the same order independently of 532 

the S level, and accuracies (i.e., <0.002) are acceptable for all cases. Nevertheless, we 533 

observe a MODIS albedo overestimation for small values of S (i.e., negative bias), and 534 

an underestimation (i.e., positive bias) for high values of S. This could be due to a slight 535 

overestimation of MODIS black-sky albedo product and a slight underestimation of 536 

MODIS white-sky albedo products, besides to the uncertainty in S. 537 

4.4. MODIS albedo product evaluation against Formosat-2 blue-sky albedo 538 

Along the 31 dates, the accuracy varied from -0.005 to 0.011, and the uncertainty 539 

(relative uncertainty) from 0.004 to 0.013 (2% to 7%) (Fig. 9), which are quite acceptable 540 

errors according to the 5% accuracy requirement stated by GCOS (2006). Results appear 541 

independent from the season. Note here that, only when the threshold value used to mask 542 

MODIS pixels containing cloud, cloud shadows, urban or water areas was reduced to 543 

20%, statistics worsened significantly (i.e., an increase of bias and RMSEA equal or higher 544 

than 0.0010). Although the temporal variation of the fraction of diffuse skylight S is not 545 

clearly correlated to the albedo course (see Fig. 2), generally the higher the S, the lower 546 

the accuracy (see also Fig. 8c), while the uncertainty does not seem to be affected. 547 
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[Insert Fig. 9 about here] 548 

Fig. 6d shows the selected set of pixels characterized by a predominant land cover 549 

type, while their composition is specified in Table 2. The evaluation performances and 550 

statistics of the comparison between MODIS and Formosat-2 albedo over each pixel are 551 

summarized in Table 2 and Fig. 10a. Fig. 11 presents the albedo temporal variation of the 552 

5 land cover types together with the occurrence of rainfall events. For comparison, we 553 

include the correlation between MODIS and Formosat-2 albedos aggregated by simple 554 

average (Fig. 10b), showing again the importance of considering the PSF. 555 

[Insert Fig. 10 about here] 556 

[Insert Fig. 11 about here] 557 

[Insert Table 2 about here] 558 

The worst performances were observed over rice and marshes, with a relative uncertainty 559 

of 11% and 7%, respectively, and rather large accuracy (i.e., 0.011 and -0.008, 560 

respectively). Fig. 10a shows that, for albedos lower than 0.14, Formosat-2 provides 561 

higher albedo values over rice plots as compared to MODIS. As it is shown in Fig. 11, 562 

the agreement was good when the rice was in the vegetative or reproductive phase (i.e., 563 

from June to October), but worsened when it was sown on dry soil (i.e., from March to 564 

May) or submerged in water (i.e., from May to June). In contrast, there was a general 565 

underestimation of Formosat-2 albedo over marshes of about 0.008 (Table 2). These 566 

discrepancies are in agreement with the results found by Bsaibes et al. (2009) over rice 567 

and freshly cut meadows. This could be explained by the lack of shortwave infrared 568 

wavebands sensitive to water in the Formosat-2 configuration, besides the poor estimate 569 

of urban albedo by Formosat-2 in the case of the rice spot which contains about 9% or 570 

urban area. The other land cover types (i.e., dry pastures, irrigated pastures, and orchards) 571 

showed fairly low uncertainty (i.e., from 3.0% to 3.8%) and reasonably good accuracy 572 
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(i.e., <0.003) (Table 2). Exceptionally, an unexplained behavior was observed for day of 573 

year 246 over dry pastures, not due to the presence of irrigated areas in the pixel extended 574 

to the PSF. Eq. (1) could be calibrated over each cover type to reduce the biases observed 575 

in Fig. 10. Nevertheless, the performances of applying a unique set of coefficients are 576 

here sufficient to further assess the energy balance (Mira et al. 2015). The main advantage 577 

is that no land cover map is required to run the algorithm.   578 

The different patterns of the albedo dynamics captured throughout the study period 579 

by MODIS and Formosat-2 (Fig. 11) show a limited variability of the albedo partly 580 

caused by the fact that the images were acquired under clear sky conditions with a low 581 

diffuse component of solar irradiance. However, the albedo variability was larger over 582 

rice and dry pastures, which might mainly be due to the changes in surface properties 583 

characteristic associated to plant phenology and agricultural practices. The dynamics of 584 

the daily MCD43D albedo product are in good agreement with the one depicted by 585 

Formosat-2 albedo convolved with the PSF. Nevertheless, the variability exhibited by 586 

Formosat-2 is a little larger as observed from the comparison of data during the period 587 

with many acquisitions close in time (i.e., data from day of year 134 to 222). Similarly, 588 

Shuai et al. (2014) demonstrated that Landsat albedo exhibits more detailed landscape 589 

texture and a wider dynamic range of albedo values than the coincident 500-m MODIS 590 

operational products (MCD43A3), especially in heterogeneous regions. As stated by Ju 591 

et al. (2010), the BRDF model parameters may not serve as reliable a priori estimates of 592 

the surface anisotropy and may not capture the temporal dynamics of certain surface 593 

disturbances, such as fire or rapid snow melt. Gap filling methods are considered to 594 

overcome these limitations (for further details see Ju et al. (2010)). Locally, however, 595 

especially in periods of rapid phenological change and where there were remaining 596 

outliers, the reliability of albedo estimates could be reduced (Ju et al. 2010). 597 
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5. Conclusions 598 

In this study, the forthcoming MODIS official albedo product MCD43D V006 599 

(30 arcsec CMG, daily, 16-days retrieval period) was evaluated over a Mediterranean 600 

agricultural area. The evaluation was based on the comparison with estimates from high 601 

spatial and temporal resolution albedo (Formosat-2, 40 m, daily) acquired from March to 602 

October 2006, which were first evaluated at a local scale against field measurements by 603 

Bsaibes et al. (2009) and then aggregated to the coarse spatial resolution by considering 604 

the observational MODIS footprint. 605 

At a local scale, the Formosat-2 albedo, estimated following the Narrow-To-606 

Broadband conversion method by considering the red and near infrared bands, 607 

demonstrated a high level of robustness over the study area. It resulted in uncertainties of 608 

0.015 when compared with in situ measurements acquired over five crop types. 609 

This study provides a methodology to characterize the equivalent point spread 610 

function of MODIS albedo at 1 km. It is modeled as the product of two Gaussian 611 

functions, 1.2 to 2.0 times larger in East-West than North-South direction. The optimum 612 

PSF was characterized by FWHMx=1920 m and FWHMy=1200 m for all the dates, with 613 

values ranging from 1400 to 2360 m and from 1040 to 1360 m, respectively, when 614 

estimated daily. The analysis also demonstrates that evaluation results do not depend on 615 

the minimum PSF value at which the Gaussian distribution is truncated. This is partly due 616 

to the moderate heterogeneity level of the experimental area, and to a lesser extent to the 617 

compensation provided by the change in the FWHMx and FWHMy size. Conversely, mis-618 

registration effects between the two sensors cannot be neglected and varied up to 320 m 619 

in East-West and 440 m North-South directions depending on the date. Finally, the 620 

convolution with a Gaussian PSF improved the MODIS albedo evaluation performance 621 

as compared to a simple averaging aggregation. These results demonstrate that the PSF 622 
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must be considered to adequately evaluate MODIS 1-km albedo when using higher 623 

spatial resolution images, even if the heterogeneity in albedo does not appear very large. 624 

Inter-comparison of MODIS and PSF-convolved Formosat-2 albedos highlighted 625 

the ability of the MCD43D V006 albedo product to estimate with high accuracy and low 626 

uncertainty the albedos from an agricultural region covering a variety of land covers, 627 

including dry and irrigated grasslands, wetlands and various crop types (wheat, maize, 628 

corn, sorghum, rice and orchards) during whole vegetation cycles. With 6662 pixels used 629 

for the comparison, MCD43D yielded an albedo uncertainty of 0.007 (4.0%), with no 630 

bias. Albedo estimates from dry pastures, irrigated pastures or orchards were accurate 631 

(<0.003), with low uncertainty (<0.006; <3.8%). On the contrary, albedo estimates from 632 

rice and marshes were less accurate (<0.011) and with a higher uncertainty (<0.015; 633 

<10.7%). These discrepancies were attributed to the lack of water sensitive shortwave 634 

infrared spectral bands within the Formosat-2 configuration. The inter-comparison 635 

displayed as well a good overall temporal consistency. The variability exhibited by 636 

Formosat-2 data was a little larger. 637 

The method used in this study is sensitive to the heterogeneity of the area, with the 638 

constraint that a correct characterization of the PSF would not be possible on a 639 

homogeneous area. Nevertheless, for homogeneous areas, a simple averaging is sufficient 640 

to accurately evaluate the albedo. The method considers the optimization of the PSF to 641 

correlate the best Formosat-2 and MODIS images, which induces an intrinsic 642 

improvement of the evaluation results. However, this improvement was observed not 643 

only globally over the images as expected, but also over each individual pixel. 644 

Nevertheless, these results are limited to a single experimental site over a range of 645 

diffuse fraction between 0 and 0.25. Therefore, to extrapolate the results from this study 646 

to other areas it is necessary to evaluate the methodology over independent experimental 647 
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sites characterized by different types of vegetation, heterogeneity levels, and a larger 648 

range of atmospheric conditions. The proposed approach could also be applied with other 649 

sensors and land surface products (e.g., Duveiller et al. (2011)). Acquisitions from the 650 

future satellite Sentinel-2, which will provide high resolution optical images globally 651 

each 2 – 5 days, and will include shortwave infrared bands, will be of great help to 652 

progress in this field. In the future, a generalization of the approach described in this paper 653 

will include as well the validation of surface energy fluxes, at coarse resolution using 654 

estimates from higher spatial resolution sensors, accounting for the footprint of the 655 

sensor. 656 
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FIGURES 907 

 908 

Fig. 1. Color composite (bands 4-3-2) of the cropped Formosat-2 image (8-m spatial 909 

resolution) acquired on July 23rd, 2006 over the Crau-Camargue area, South-Eastern 910 

France. The AERONET station over ‘La Crau’ is indicated in the upper image, and fields 911 

where in situ measurements of albedo were performed are represented in the lower 912 

frames. Exceptionally, #5 rice field does not correspond to the location of field 913 

measurements, since they were made outside the Formosat-2 scanned region, but to the 914 

location of pixels considered for the comparison. #1 and #2 wheat fields turned to bare 915 

soils at the end of June.  916 
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 917 

Fig. 2. Temporal variation of fraction of diffuse skylight as estimated by the different 918 

sources for aerosol optical depth (τ).  919 
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 920 

Fig. 3. Equivalent point spread function of MCD43D albedo at 1 km over the Crau-921 

Camargue site (July 23rd, 2006). Distances are calculated in meters from the center of the 922 

observation footprint. In bold, limit of the function defined by the FWHMx and FWHMy.923 
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 924 

Fig. 4. Correlation coefficient between MODIS blue-sky albedo and Formosat-2 albedo 925 

convolved with the PSF for images acquired on July 23rd, 2006 for (a) each shift of the 926 

Formosat-2 image (indicated by XHR and YHR) for the optimized PSF size, and (b) each 927 

PSF size (given by FWHMx and FWHMy) for the optimized XHR and YHR.  928 
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929 

 930 

Fig. 5. Results from the comparison of MODIS blue-sky albedo and Formosat-2 albedo 931 

convolved with the PSF, by changing the PSF size (in FWHMx and FWHMy) and the 932 

shifting of the Formosat-2 image (up to 1000 m in both directions, indicated by XHR and 933 

YHR) in steps of 40 m. Boxplots for (a) shifts and (b) PSF sizes, giving the maximum 934 

correlation coefficient within ±0.001 precision, for the optimized PSF sizes and shifts, 935 

respectively. Each boxplot belongs to an acquisition day and comprises the median (i.e., 936 

crossed by a continuous line), the first and third quartile (i.e., comprised by the shaded 937 

areas), and the extreme values excluding outliers (i.e., inferior and superior whiskers).938 
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 939 

 940 

 941 

Fig. 6. Images of albedo over the Crau-Camargue, South Eastern France, on July 23rd, 942 

2006. The area within the white inner rectangle in (a) corresponds to the area plotted in 943 

(b), (c) and (d), while the outer pixels are included within the PSF (FWHMx=1720 m; 944 

FWHMy=1280m; PSFmin=0.20). For this scanned area, any pixel was masked by the 945 

quality flag of MODIS. Selected pixels in (d) (and corresponding location in (a)) labeled 946 

with numbers correspond to quite homogeneous areas in land cover, specified in Table 2.947 
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 948 

Fig. 7. Density scatter plots between MODIS blue-sky albedo and Formosat-2 albedo 949 

convolved with the PSF (a) or aggregated by simple average (b), using data from the 31 950 

images from 2006. Reddish points indicate high density. There were excluded pixels 951 

masked by the quality flag of MODIS, pixels including more than 50% area classified as 952 

cloud, cloud’s shadow, water or urban land cover, and outliers (i.e., out the 0.5% and 953 

99.5% percentiles). N: number of samples used for the comparison; RMSEA and RMSER: 954 

absolute and relative Root Mean Square Error, respectively.  955 
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 956 

 957 

 958 
Fig. 8. Density scatter plots between MODIS blue-sky albedo and Formosat-2 albedo 959 

convolved with the PSF using data from days with certain values for the fraction of 960 

diffuse skylight (S). There were excluded pixels masked by the quality flag of MODIS, 961 

pixels including more than 50% area classified as cloud, cloud’s shadow, water or urban 962 

land cover, and outliers (i.e., out the 0.5% and 99.5% percentiles). N: number of samples 963 

used for the comparison; RMSEA and RMSER: absolute and relative Root Mean Square 964 

Error, respectively.  965 
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 966 

Fig. 9. Statistical metrics from evaluation of MODIS blue-sky albedo with Formosat-2 967 

albedo convolved with the PSF. RMSEA: absolute Root Mean Square Error. 968 
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 969 

Fig. 10. Evaluation of MODIS blue-sky albedo with Formosat-2 albedo convolved with 970 

the PSF (a) or aggregated by simple average (b) over several 1-km pixels with a 971 

predominant land cover type, specified in Table 2 and located in Fig. 6d. N: number of 972 

samples used for the comparison; RMSEA and RMSER: absolute and relative Root Mean 973 

Square Error, respectively.  974 
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 975 

Fig. 11. Rainfall events (top) and albedo dynamics from MODIS (non-filled symbols) 976 

and Formosat-2 convolved with the PSF (filled symbols) over five selected 1-km pixels, 977 

with characteristics specified in Table 2 and location in Fig. 6d.  978 
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TABLES 1 

Table 1. MODIS BRDF/albedo product MCD43: specifications and science data sets provided. All products are global, Level 3 and have been 2 

assigned a “Validated (Stage 3) Status”. MCD43D product only available from Collection V006. MCD meaning combined product of Terra and 3 

Aqua acquisitions; fiso, fvol, fgeo: weighting parameters associated with the RossThickLiSparseReciprocal BRDF model; broad bands: 0.3-0.7 µm, 4 

0.7-5.0 µm, and 0.3-5.0 µm. 5 

 6 

Collection Temporal resolution  
V005 8-days (with 16 days of acquisition)  
V006 Daily (with 16 days of acquisition)  
Product name Spatial resolution Projection  
MCD43A* 500 m Sinusoidal  
MCD43B* 1 km Sinusoidal  
MCD43C* 0.05 Deg CMG Lat/Lon  
MCD43D* 30 arcsec Lat/Lon  
Product type Product name Science data sets provided in V005 and V006 Science data sets only provided in V006 
BRDF/albedo model  
parameters  

MCD43A1/B1/C1 and 
MCD43D01-30 

fiso, fvol, fgeo  
for each MODIS band and three broad bands 

- 

BRDF/albedo quality  MCD43A2/B2/C2 and 
MCD43D31-D41 

Albedo quality, local solar noon,  
valid observations, and snow status  
for each MODIS band and three broad bands  

Uncertainty  
for each MODIS band and three broad 
bands 

Albedo  MCD43A3/B3/C3 and 
MCD43D42-51/D52-61 

White-sky and black-sky albedo (at local solar 
noon)  
for each MODIS band and three broad bands 

Albedo mandatory quality  
for each MODIS band and three broad 
bands 

Nadir BRDF-adjusted  
reflectances (NBAR) 

MCD43A4/B4/C4 and 
MCD43D62-68 

NBAR product (at local solar noon)  
for each MODIS band 

Albedo mandatory quality  
for each MODIS band and three broad 
bands 
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52 
 

Table 2. Main land cover types within each selected 1-km pixel (location specified in 1 

Fig. 6d), and performances from the evaluation of MODIS blue-sky albedo by 2 

considering data from the 31 dates. RMSEA and RMSER: absolute and relative Root Mean 3 

Square Error, respectively. 4 

 5 

 
Land cover 

Accuracy
(bias) 

Uncertainty 
(RMSEA) 

Relative 
uncertainty 
(RMSER, %) 

[1] 100 % dry pastures 0.000 0.006 3.1% 

[2] 
80 % irrigated pastures 
14 % industrial irrigated orchards 
6 % urban 

0.003 0.005 3.0% 

[3] 100 % industrial irrigated orchards  0.003 0.006 3.8% 

[4] 
89 % marshes 
11 % industrial irrigated orchards 

-0.008 0.009 7.3% 

[5] 
90 % rice 
9 % urban 

0.011 0.015 10.7% 

 6 

 7 
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